An integrated packet/flow model for TCP performance analysis
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Processor sharing (PS) models for TCP behavior nicely capture the bandwidth sharing and statistical multiplexing effect of TCP flows on the flow level. However, these ‘rough’ models do not provide insight into the impact of packet-level parameters (such as round trip time and buffer size) on, e.g., throughput and flow transfer times. This paper proposes an integrated packet/flow-level model: it exploits the advantages of PS approach on the flow level and, at the same time, it incorporates the most significant packet-level effects.

1. INTRODUCTION

The vast majority of traffic on the Internet relates to the transfer of jobs (web pages, audio/video downloads, file transfers, etc.) coordinated by TCP. TCP has been designed to support efficient and reliable transmission of elastic jobs, i.e., jobs that tolerate (some) variations in the throughput. By noticing packet loss, TCP is implicitly provided with information about the level of congestion along the path through the network. Based on this information, the traffic sending rate is adapted. During periods of low utilization, TCP increases its transmission rate, whereas during congestion it decreases its rate. The main TCP performance measures are throughput and transfer delays. TCP’s widespread use and complex behavior explain the search for simple, yet accurate, mathematical models for TCP performance analysis, in terms of the traffic parameters (job size distribution, interarrival times, etc.) and network parameters (link rates, buffer sizes, etc.). Currently, two successful approaches for TCP performance analysis are available, both having their strong and weak aspects. We will refer to these models as (i) flow-level models, and (ii) packet-level models.

Flow-level models take into account the dynamics related to the arrival and departure of TCP flows. It is assumed that the available link bandwidth is divided equally among the jobs. Loosely speaking, this means that there is instantaneous feedback from the
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network to the sources, in that the transmission rates adapt instantly to changes in the number of flows present. The above modeling enables an analysis through processor sharing queues, discussed in great generality by Cohen in, e.g., [3]. These models were recently ‘rediscovered’ in the context of TCP, see for instance [2], [7], [9], [11], and [12]. They nicely capture the flow-level dynamics, but do not give insight into the impact of packet-level parameters, e.g., buffer sizes and round trip times (RTTs), on throughput and flow transfer delays. A notable feature in these models is that throughput and average job transfer delay depend on the job size distribution only through the mean job size.

Packet-level models capture more details of the system (RTTs, buffer size, etc.), but do not take into account flow-level dynamics (i.e., the dynamics related to the arrival and departure of flows). In other words, these models assume a fixed number of persistent flows. Early results in this area were by Mathis et al. [8] and Padhye et al. [10]. Notably, in these papers a straightforward relation is derived between throughput on the one hand, and packet loss probability and RTT on the other hand. Because usually the packet loss probability is not known a priori (but is rather determined ‘endogenously’ by the feedback system), some additional effort is required to compute the throughput. This can be done by expressing the loss probability as a function of the input rate (which is closely related to the throughput), thus obtaining a fixed-point iteration scheme; see also [1], [4], and [6].

Our contribution is the development of an integrated packet/flow-level model for the analysis of a bottleneck link in a TCP/IP network environment, combining the attractive features of both flow-level and packet-level models. Our procedure roughly works as follows. First we compute, for a given number of flows, say \( n \), in the system, the throughput \( t_n \). This is done by using a packet-level model, hence RTTs and buffer size are reflected by the \( t_n \). These \( t_n \) are the inputs for the flow-level model. We extensively validate our approach by using ns2. More specifically, we experiment with different system parameters and discuss under which conditions our approximation leads to accurate results.

Related work is done by Gibbens et al. [4]. For a fixed number of sources, they can compute the throughput, just as we do (although in [4] this is even done in a network setting rather than just a single node). To take into account the fluctuating number of concurrent flows \( N \), they assume \( N \) to be either Poisson or geometrically distributed. In other words, in [4] \( N \) is chosen (exogenously), whereas we derive the distribution of \( N \) (endogenously) from our model, by applying the flow level on top of the packet level. The approach followed by Massoulié and Roberts [7] is related to ours, but the feedback modeling on the packet level is less detailed, as no actual queueing model is used to obtain the packet loss probabilities.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes in more detail the two approaches introduced above (i.e., the packet-level and flow-level models). In Section 3, we present the integrated packet/flow-level model. The model is validated in Section 4, where we compare the accuracy of the model with results obtained by using the ns2 network simulator. Conclusions and suggestions for future research are given in Section 5.

2. MODELING APPROACH AND PRELIMINARIES

The model of this paper considers a network link with speed \( C \) and buffer space of \( K \) packets. Flows arrive at the link according to a Poisson process with rate \( \lambda \), whereas the
length of the flows (in packets) are i.i.d. samples from a (general) common distribution with mean $1/\mu < \infty$. To ensure stability, the load of the system must satisfy $\lambda/\mu < C$. We assume that the users’ transmission rates are restricted to $r$ (due to, e.g., a limited access rate or modem speed). We also assume that all flows have the same round trip time, RTT. Packet transmissions of the flows are coordinated by TCP’s window-based congestion control mechanism. Note that the maximum window size $W_{\text{max}}$ and the RTT also put a limit on the users’ transmission rate, i.e., $r \leq W_{\text{max}}/\text{RTT}$. In the following subsections we subsequently describe the two ‘sub-models’ that form the components of our integrated packet/flow model.

2.1. Flow-level approach

Here a general overview is presented of known results in the context of processor sharing (PS) queueing systems. Specifically, we describe a generic variant of PS, commonly referred to as generalized processor sharing, or GPS.

- **The GPS model, ordinary PS.** We study a Poissonian stream of jobs, feeding into a server of capacity $C$. The job arrival rate is $\lambda$, whereas job sizes are i.i.d. with mean $1/\mu < \infty$. When $n$ jobs are in the system, they are allowed to transmit their data at a (joint) rate $r_n$; the server divides this capacity equally among the jobs, so each of them is assigned a share $r_n/n$.

We present the solution of this GPS model, as was given by Cohen [3]. First define

$$\phi(n) := \begin{cases} \lambda \cdot (\mu r_n)^{-1}, & \text{for } n \in \mathbb{N}, \\ 1, & \text{for } n = 0, \end{cases} \quad \text{and} \quad \psi(n) := \prod_{i=0}^{n} \phi(i).$$

Then the distribution of the number of jobs in the system, $N$, is given by

$$\mathbb{P}(N = n) = \frac{\psi(n)}{\sum_{m=0}^{\infty} \psi(m)}. \quad (1)$$

Now that we are able to compute the mean number of jobs in the system $\mathbb{E}N$, the mean transmission delay $\mathbb{E}D$ follows from Little’s law: $\mathbb{E}N = \lambda \cdot \mathbb{E}D$. In fact, the mean delay for a job of given size $x$ can be computed explicitly – notably, this quantity grows linearly in $x$. The most important feature of the GPS model, however, is that these performance measures are insensitive with respect to the job size distribution. More precisely, they only depend on this distribution through the mean $1/\mu$ (see [3] for details).

The special case in which $r_n := C$ (i.e., in principle all bandwidth is available to the users) is usually referred to as the ordinary PS model, in which case $N$ is geometrically distributed with $\rho := \lambda(\mu C)^{-1}$: $\mathbb{P}(N = n) = \rho^n(1 - \rho)$.

- **TCP and the GPS model; ideal GPS.** If the focus is to apply the GPS model to TCP, a few remarks need to be made. In principle, the task of TCP is to fairly share the available capacity, and the GPS model discussed above indeed does so. The ordinary processor sharing case, however, assumes that a single TCP flow can utilize the whole capacity, which is not very realistic.

The GPS model, however, also nicely covers a situation in which the users are restricted by (common) peak rates $r$, by choosing $r_n := \min\{C, nr\}$. In this case the ‘left tail’ of the distribution of $N$ has a ‘Poisson-shape’, whereas the ‘right-tail’ resembles a geometric
distribution. The peak rate could relate to, say, the physical rate of the access link, or the receiver’s advertised window size.

It is noticed that the GPS model with \( r_n := \min\{C, nr\} \) assumes, in fact, an infinite packet buffer and ‘ideal’ adaptation of the flow rates to their fair share of the link rate (instantaneous rate adaptation without packet losses). Thus, in particular, the model does not take into account the impact of the buffer size on the TCP flow throughput, and the effect of round trip times. Application of GPS models will in many cases (e.g. when buffer sizes are relatively small) lead to TCP performance estimates that are too optimistic, see, e.g., [12]. In the sequel, we will refer to the GPS model with \( r_n = \min\{nr, C\} \) as the ideal GPS model (to distinguish this from the integrated model that will be introduced in Section 3).

2.2. Packet-level approach

Now consider the situation in which a constant number, say \( n \), of persistent TCP flows share a link. Assume for ease that the users have identical round trip times RTT and peak rates \( r \). The problem of determining the mean throughput \( t_n \) (expressed in packets/sec) as a function of the loss rate \( p \) and RTT has received considerable attention in the literature [5], [8], and [10]. By now, it is well known that the (aggregate) throughput \( t_n \) approximately satisfies

\[
t_n = \min\left\{ nr, \frac{n\Gamma}{\text{RTT}} \frac{1}{\sqrt{p}} \right\},
\]

where the value of the constant term \( \Gamma \) depends on the specific modeling assumptions.

To utilize the above result, one needs to somehow determine the loss rate \( p_n \) (note that the subscript \( n \) is added to express the dependence on \( n \)). A simple solution is the following iterative method, see, e.g., [1], and [6]. The above relation (2) describes the throughput \( t_n \) as a function of \( p_n \), but, in return, \( p_n \) is also affected by the amount of traffic offered to the link, i.e., \( t_n \). Assuming that packet arrivals are Poissonian, then one could argue that \( p_n \) should equal the loss probability in an M/D/1 queue equipped with buffer \( K \) and link rate \( C \), and Poisson arrival rate \( t_n \); hence \( p_n \) is increasing in \( t_n \). Thus,

\[
t_n = \min\left\{ nr, \frac{n\Gamma}{\text{RTT}} \frac{1}{\sqrt{p(t_n)}} \right\},
\]

where \( p(t_n) = p_n \) is the loss probability in an M/D/1/K queue with packet arrival rate \( t_n \). The existence and uniqueness of the fixed point of this equation is ensured by the fact that the right hand side decreases in \( t_n \) and is continuous in \( t_n \).

3. INTEGRATED PACKET/FLOW MODELING APPROACH

In this section we couple the flow-level ideal GPS model with the packet-level model, into an integrated packet/flow model. Section 3.1 gives the basic steps of our modeling approach and further refinements are presented in Section 3.2.

3.1. Basic steps

The first step is to use the packet-level model described in Section 2.2 to determine the aggregate throughput \( t_n \) and the packet loss probability \( p_n \) for the case that a fixed...
number of $n$ flows are active. In particular, this is done by solving the fixed point equation (3). Lost packets trigger the TCP flow control mechanism (i.e., cause TCP to reduce its actual window size) and have to be retransmitted, thus reducing the throughput of the flows. The resulting aggregate flow ‘goodput’ amounts to $s_n := t_n(1 - p_n)$.

Next, on the flow level, the system is assumed to behave as a PS model with state dependent service rates $r_n := s_n$ when $n$ flows are present. Note that this PS model fits in the framework of GPS models, as discussed in Section 2.1. Hence it still possesses the attractive insensitivity and linearity properties that were described in Section 2.1.

3.2. Refinements

I. Impact of queueing delay. The original TCP throughput equation (2) assumes that the queueing delay at the bottleneck is negligible compared to the magnitude of the total RTT. However, the effect of queueing delay can be (heuristically) included in the model. The total round trip time RTT consists of a constant part $\text{RTT}_0$ representing the propagation delays, transmission delays, etc., and a variable part capturing the queueing delay at the bottleneck; the latter part depends on the offered traffic rate $t_n$. Thus, RTT can be expressed as

$$\text{RTT}(t_n) = \text{RTT}_0 + d(t_n),$$

where $d(\cdot)$ is the mean queueing delay in an M/D/1 queue with link speed $C$ and finite buffer $K$. Round trip time $\text{RTT}(t_n)$, as follows from (4), can be inserted into the fixed point equation (3). Still, the right hand side decreases in $t_n$, ensuring the existence and uniqueness of the fixed point.

II. Delay correction for initial slow start effect. We here describe a heuristic to compensate for the initial slow-start phase of a newly arriving TCP flow, cf. [11]. During this phase a possibly considerable number (depending on the average window size) of packets are ‘left unsent’ compared with the ideal behavior of the GPS system; the latter assumes that TCP can start sending at its average speed immediately.

More specifically, the heuristic is as follows. From the steady-state distribution at the flow level (1), the mean number of concurrent flows in the system, $\mathbb{E}N$, can be computed, as well as the mean packet arrival rate $\sum_{n=1}^{\infty} P(N = n)t_n$. In the sequel, to make the notation a little lighter, we represent averages by a bar sign above the variable in question, for example $\bar{t}, \bar{N}$, etc. In equilibrium, the mean window size of a TCP flow, $\bar{w}$ (in packets), approximately equals $\bar{w} \approx \text{RTT}(\bar{t}) \cdot \min(r, C/\bar{N})$, where $\text{RTT}(\bar{t})$ is given by (4), and $r \cdot \text{RTT}(\bar{t})$ corresponds to the maximum window size limitation imposed by the access link rate.

Now consider the initial slow start of a newly arriving TCP flow. The time (in RTTs) it takes for the window to grow up to $\bar{w}$ equals $k = \lceil \log_2 \bar{w} \rceil$. During this time, compared with an idealized source having the full window size $\bar{w}$ immediately (as is assumed in the GPS models above), the number of unsent packets equals

$$b = \sum_{i=0}^{k} (\bar{w} - 2^i) = (k + 1)\bar{w} - (2^{k+1} - 1) = (\lceil \log_2 \bar{w} \rceil + 1)\bar{w} + 1 - 2^{\lceil \log_2 \bar{w} \rceil + 1}.$$
The time to transmit $b$ packets at the average sending rate $\bar{w}/\text{RTT}(\bar{t})$ is then approximately given by $f = b \cdot \text{RTT}(\bar{t})/\bar{w}$, and this $f$ is to be added to the mean flow transmission delay obtained from the flow-level model through ‘Little’, i.e.,

$$D_{\text{tot}} = \frac{\bar{N}}{\lambda} + f.$$

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section we present numerical results obtained from our model, and compare them against simulation results, which have been produced by using the ns2 simulator version 2.1b8a \(^2\), and against numerical results from the ideal GPS model. The integrated packet/flow model described in Section 3 (i.e., including the refinements proposed in Section 3.2) will be here referred to as the TCP-GPS model. The basic scenario that is considered is a single bottleneck link with capacity $C$ being shared by a varying number of TCP Reno flows that have a peak rate limitation due to a limited access link rate $r < C$. Unless otherwise specified, the parameters that are fixed during the simulations are the following: the bottleneck link rate $C = 10$ Mbps, mean flow size $1/\mu = 1000$ packets and packet size equals 1500 bytes. In the examples below, we vary the access rates, round trip times and buffer sizes. In most of the experiments we assume that the flows have the same, deterministic size $1/\mu$; however, to study the insensitivity property, experiments with exponential and truncated Pareto file sizes are also shown. Finally, the TCP throughput equation used in the packet-level model is the one from Kelly [5],

$$t_n = \frac{n}{\text{RTT}} \sqrt{\frac{2(1-p)}{p}}.$$

For small $p$ the above simplifies to $t_n \approx n\sqrt{2}/(\text{RTT}\sqrt{\bar{p}})$, i.e., $\Gamma = \sqrt{2}$ in (3). Numerical experiments (results not shown due to lack of space) with the more complex throughput expression from [10] have revealed that the effect on the results is only marginal.

The simulation results were obtained by making 100 independent replicas of simulation runs, each consisting of a simulation time equalling the time it takes to complete 200 file transfers. To remove the transient effects, 20 file transfer times from the beginning and the end were ignored. In most of the figures below, confidence intervals of the point estimates have also been given and are indicated by bars.

4.1. Experiments with varying RTTs, buffer sizes and access rates

First we explore the effect of buffer size and RTT. The access link rate $r$ has been chosen to be 1 Mbps. To be specific, the following parameter values are explored: buffer sizes $K = \{10, 50\}$ and $\text{RTT}_0 = \{40, 200, 400\}$ ms. Results for the average flow transfer delays for $K = 10$ and $K = 50$ are given in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively.

As can be seen from the figures, the TCP-GPS model is able to produce qualitatively the same results as simulations, i.e., the model nicely captures the impact of the RTTs and buffer sizes on the flow transfer delay. This is in contrast with the ideal GPS model (as was introduced in Section 2.1), where these (packet-level) parameters do not affect the delays.
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However, in a quantitative sense, the accuracy depends on the chosen parameter values. In general, it can be noted that the accuracy of the model is better for the small-buffer cases ($K = 10$) and RTT$_0$ corresponding to 40 ms and 200 ms. For $K = 50$ the loss rates in the underlying packet-level queueing model become so small that the TCP equation (3) gives a goodput equaling the link rate $C$, i.e., the solution is the same as given by the ideal GPS system. Hence, the difference between the ideal GPS and TCP-GPS results in Figure 2 (for large values of RTT$_0$) is caused by our initial slow start compensation, and not by the 'TCP-GPS state probabilities'. We also observe that in the simulated system the delays are not affected that much by the buffer size.

To further illustrate the TCP-GPS model, Figure 3 shows also the actual distribution of the number of ongoing flows present in the system for the TCP-GPS model and corresponding ns2 simulations. It can be seen that the distribution of the number of concurrent flows $N$ matches well with the simulated results. This shows that our approach is an interesting alternative to the procedure described in [4], in which distributions of $N$ were a priori postulated, rather than determined by the model.

Next we illustrate the effect of increasing the access link rate and experiment with setting $r = 2$ Mbps for RTT$_0 = \{40, 400\}$ ms and $K = \{10, 50\}$. The results are shown
in Figure 4. As can be seen from the results, the accuracy is still acceptable, especially for the small-buffer case. However, the simulation results show that, interestingly, in particular cases the mean delays grow when increasing the access rate, as opposed to what the TCP-GPS model predicts. A possible explanation for this relates to our Poisson assumption at the packet level. For higher access rates the packet arrival process may become essentially more bursty than Poisson, and thus the estimated packet losses from the M/D/1/K model are too optimistic.

4.2. Experiments with different flow-size distributions

In the previous simulations we assumed a fixed flow size. Our model suggests insensitivity with respect to the flow-size distribution. Here we assess this attractive property of the model by comparing the earlier simulations with constant flow sizes against simulations with exponentially and truncated Pareto distributed flow sizes (with the same mean value). The Pareto distribution has been truncated at 20000 packets and has shape parameter 1.5. Results are shown in Figure 5 for RTT_0 = {40, 400} ms and K = {10, 50} (confidence intervals have been omitted for clarity). As seen from the results, the mean delays are indeed just modestly affected by the distribution of the flow sizes.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH

In this paper we have developed a processor sharing type of model for TCP performance analysis, which does not only capture important flow-level effects (i.e., flow arrivals and departures), but takes also into account the impact of packet-level parameters, such as the buffer size and RTT. This integrated packet/flow model can be considered as an enhancement of the ideal GPS flow-level model proposed in other papers.

Comparing the results from our model with simulations, we conclude that in most cases the achieved accuracy is remarkably high. The integrated packet/flow model reflects quite well the impact of packet-level parameters (such as the buffer size and RTT) on the flow transfer delay. This explains why our model outperforms the ideal GPS model, that neglects these packet-level issues. For large buffer sizes, when packet loss probabilities become small, the two models yield similar results. The attractive insensitivity property of the GPS model is maintained; extensive simulations confirm that the average flow transfer delay is indeed hardly affected by the flow size distribution.

The integrated packet/flow model has – as is almost inherent to any modeling approach – its specific weaknesses. In particular, for higher access speeds in combination with large RTTs, the mean flow transfer time is considerably underestimated. We expect that this is due to underestimation of packet loss by the underlying M/D/1/K model. More precisely, in the case of high access speeds the packet arrival process at the bottleneck link will be quite bursty and the Poisson assumption too optimistic. This packet-level burstiness may also explain a counter-intuitive phenomenon shown by some of our simulations: for some model instances mean flow transfer delays increase for higher access speeds.

Future research: Our modeling approach relies heavily on the following two assumptions: (i) Poisson packet arrivals at the buffer of the bottleneck link, and (ii) immediate adaptation (after flow arrivals and departures) of the throughput of the TCP sources to a ‘fair share’ of the achievable throughput (i.e., \( t_n/n \) when \( n \) flows are present). In our opinion, to further enhance our model, the most promising direction is to improve on Assumption (i), i.e., the estimation of the packet arrival process. For that purpose the impact of, e.g., the access speed and RTT variation on the packet arrival process has to
be investigated, as argued above.

Finally, our layered modeling approach can also be used for the following applications. One possible application is the performance of TCP and, e.g., UDP traffic streams multiplexed on a link using a common buffer. Then it is a natural approach to model the aggregate UDP packet arrival process by a Poisson process and to add this to the TCP packet arrival process in the underlying packet-level M/D/1/K model. Another application refers to the situation where most of the TCP flows are very small (usually referred to as web mice, consisting of just a few packets). The (aggregate) packet arrival process of these small flows will hardly be influenced by TCP’s flow control, and hence it may be better modelled by an additional (autonomous) Poisson arrival process. The Poisson stream of web mice can then be added to the M/D/1/K queue.
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